Many of the known limit theorems on the Gal ton-Watson process are immediate corollaries of the elementary lemma given below. This lemma enables us to calculate easily limits of various types of conditional distributions, special cases of which had earlier been tackled by diverse and more complicated methods.
Let F(x) = XXo Piix' De tne distribution generating function of the offspring of one individual in a Galton-Watson process. We assume 0<pio<l.
Throughout the present note r will denote the least positive integer such that pir>0.
We set Fa(x)=x, Fn+1(x) = F(Fn(x)) and denote by q the probability of extinction of the progeny of one individual. Then q = 1 or < 1 according as m = 2~2j°-i JPi> is ^1 or >1. Further Fn(x) | q if 0^x<q, Fn(x) j g if q<x<l while F(q)=q, P(l) = l, [3] . The terms "increasing" and "decreasing" as used below do not mean strict monotonicity.
It is well known that F"(xy= 22j°-o P^x' so that It is easy to prove by induction on 7 that for every «^ 1 and every
where Anj(x) is a power series in x with nonnegative coefficients.
Lemma. For fixed j^l the sequence piy/pi?, n = l, 2, • • ■ is increasing.
F. PAPANGELOU [December Proof. By (2) and (3) ("+,,
Let ir(j) =limn^.00 p^/p1/? (j=l) and note that tne sequencê
is increasing and converges to F'(q). We set y = F'(q). Then y <1 if and only il m9*l; il m^l then y = m.
The following theorem can be pieced together from results either explicitly or implicitly contained in the union [4 
but the methods of these authors are sometimes sophisticated, and each is applicable to only one of the three cases w<l. The lemma provides the basis for a simple unified proof.
Theorem. ir(j) < + °° for all j. For any »^1, J^l (4) lim pfj^/pZ' = ykiq~\(j) ik = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ■ • •) and CO (5) 7t(j) = Z "■(*)£«, i ^ 1.
•=i {ir(j)} is the unique ito within a constant factor) nonnegative solution of (5) . The generating function Aix) = Zj-i vij)xi is finite in ( -1, 1) a«d ^4(1) < + oo or = + co according as m < 1 ormgl. Further (6) ii(Ff») = T^(*) + ^(^(0)) /or CTery xE i~ 1, 1) ana" 4 (x) -is /&e unique ito within a constant factor) solution of (6) t'w £/ie interval [0, g) which has a nonnegative and increasing derivative.
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Proof. The limit of the first term on the right is *c7*'_17r(j) while the limit of the second term is 0 because each summand has at least two h,'s greater than 0, say h" ht, and hence
Now (5) follows from the lemma and and (2) A ,., . ,.
so that, by the well-known criterion for infinite products, it is suffi-
< + 00 or equivalently XXi I £'(£"(*))-P'(P"(0))j <+00. Applying repeatedly the meanvalue theorem we obtain
and clearly £B"-i{ F'(F"_i(x))-F'(Fn(x))} = F'ix)-F'(q). Multiplying (5) by x> and summing over 7 we find
when O^x <1. (For x = 0 we write Fn(0) = F"_i(x0) where x0 = F(0),
Let Bix) he another solution of (6) in [0, q) as described in the theorem. Then
If x is any point in [0, q) there is i>2i0 such that F"(0) ^x <F"+i(0) so that by (9)
(when «-^+oo) and similarly B'ix)/A'ix)^c. Thus B'ix)/A'ix)=c, Bix)=cAix)+c'. Since Bix) satisfies (6) P(0)=0, c' = 0.
The uniqueness of {ir(j)} m (5) follows from the fact that if {a(j)} is any nonnegative solution then Zz-i'^O')*' is finite in (-q, q) (as before) and a solution of (6) We shall call the process P-positive [12] if the sequence
(which is decreasing) has a positive limit. Clearly
so that we have P-positivity if and only if A'iq) < + oo. That (15) is a probability distribution when m9*l follows from (5).
The special case m<l, k = 0, Xi = l is the well-known theorem of Yaglom [13] , proved originally under the assumption F"(l)< + =o and later extended to the case F"(l) = + oo in [4] and [5] independently. The case m>l, k=0 is due to E. Seneta by (11) and (13). This is positive if and only if the process is P-positive, in which case it agrees with the result in [ll] . Similarly in (16), if the process is P-positive the limit is ^4'(g)~x
• E;=iiV-V(j). In (17) the limit is il'fe)-y^-Hr(i).
In (18) 
Note also that when n>v
Thus when N is fixed and n > N we have The quasi-mixing consequences of (4) in the irreducible case will be indicated elsewhere (cf. [9] for the stochastic case). In concluding the author wishes to express his indebtedness to E. Seneta and D. Vere-Jones for the privilege of reading preprints of some of their papers.
Added in proof. In connection with the lemma, G. E. H. Reuter who read a preprint of the present note has observed that the sequence pg)/(Mo)-p("6"1)) = ^(0)/j!(FB(0)-FB_1(0)), « = 1,2, • • • is also increasing (use (3) and the mean value theorem) and can be used interchangeably with p^/pif.
